
HFS Preschool Naat Khawani 

In the serial of our  Talent Hunt activity this week (26th Sep ) our preschool celebrated the Naat 
Khuwani . 

We are very thankful to the Parents who participated actively and facilitated the school staff by 
Following the dress code of the program . Special thanks to Um-e- Roughaina of Senior level  II 
(A) who showed a great zeal and  participated her daughter at a very short notice  and giving a 
helping hand to the teacher at school. 

The detail of the activity is below: 

TOPIC: 

Naat Khuwani . 

Subject: 

Culture ( We love Muhammad(PBUH ) 

Objectives: 

 To  develop  true  love for Hazrat Muhammad  (SAW) and his Sunnah  
 To make them learn to recite the NAAT . 
 To make the learn to present themselves confidently . 
 To give them a chance to express themselves  by a  healthy Islamic activity  

Activity : 

To proceed our Naat Khwani  activity we sent a notice to parents two days ahead to send students in 
White dress  Shalwar suit with scarves and cap. And  to make them learn a NAAT to present .   

After the audition following students were selected by Rashida Irfan and Um-e-Habiba for 
presenting Naat formally. 

1.Abdullah bin Iqbal    (SL II B) 

2.Hassan Irfan               (SLII C) 

3.Ilyas                             (SLIIC) 

4.Habiba Usman            (SLII B) 

5.Ruhaina                        (SLIIA) 

6.Usaira                         (SLIID) 

7.Zulaid                          (SLII A) 



On the day of celebration Mashallah children were looking little angles in white dress. 

The day started as usual with conducting the Assembly and after it students attended their Qaida and 
Arabic Periods and their teachers already prepared one academic related activity for them after it 
they took Lunch and at last the time came to be a part of most elegant event. 

At 10-15 am  all students came to the courtyard of the school, which was carpeted for sitting 
arrangement,and the stage was decorated very creatively by the Pre School Educators. The children 
were very excited. 

  At 10: 45 am the Naat Khuwani Started by the Name of Allah and Hassan Irfan Recited the Qirat 
,He was a bit nervous and excited as well. But Allhamdulilah with the encouragement of the teachers 
he performed very well.  

And then the following students presented their naat : 

1 .Abdullah bin iqbal    (SL II B)  (  

2 .Hassan Irfan               (SLII C) ( Hassan ky hounton py) 

3.Ilyas                             (SLIIC) ( Pashto Naat)  

4.Habiba Usman            (SLII B) ( Muhammad ka rouza) 

5.Ruhaina                        (SLIIA) ( Lailaha Elallah )  

6. Usaira                         (SLIID) (  

7. Zilaid                          (SLII A) 

8. Dawood Mustufa  and Arwa Ashfaq  Sl.II B ( Say Thanks to Allah)  

9. Bareerah Ali            ( SLl B)   ( Allah Is one )  

 

At the End Um-e-Habiba conducted the Dua , and All students went to the classes at 12:00 noon. 

It was a good day, All students enjoyed it and learn many things.  

 

Report by: Maryam Aziz Chohan 


